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closest relations with the Danish peasant* This
provides the keynote for the first period of his career
as a writer. In 1884., on a visit to Copenhagen, he
made the acquaintance of Georg Brandes,1 and this
no doubt helped to widen his horizon; still more
important would appear to have been a meeting with
Goldschmidt, shortly before the death of the latter in
1887. Goldschmidt's influence on Pontoppidan's
style, as on that of all his contemporaries, was no
doubt considerable. From this time on Pontoppidan
gradually emancipated himself from the narrow world
of the peasant, a process that was completed by his
second marriage in 1892. Since then he has led a
busy literary life, partly in the provinces, partly in
Copenhagen, where he now lives.
The list of Pontoppidan's works is an imposing
one and may well dismay the conscientious reader who
sets out to know it in its entirety. But most of his
lesser stories group themselves conveniently round
three great novels, Det forjcBttede Land (The Promised
Land, 1892-5), Ljkke-Per (Lucky Peter, 1898-1904), and
De Dodes iLige (The Kingdom of the Dead, 1912-16).
These three works seem to me quite the most con-
siderable contribution to the literature of the North,
which has been made by any single writer in the present
generation, " If one were to ask", says Brandes,
"from which Danish writer is to be obtained the truest
and most comprehensive idea of Danish ways of living,
feeling, and thinking, of the outlook of representative
people in Denmark in the last generation, of country
as well as town, there is hardly any doubt that the
answer would be : from Pontoppidan/'2
Det for/attede Land appeared after the author had
served a long apprenticeship in short stories and
sketches of peasant life. In these stories, Lands-
bybilleder (Pictures from Country Towns, 1883), Fra
1	There is a suggestive essay by Brandes on Pontoppidan, in Fugle-
perspektiv, Copenhagen, 1913, pp. 1-21.
2	G. Brandes, T?ughperspektiv> ed. eif., pp. 2 f.

